PLANNING YOUR DAY

Welcome to Destination UNCG and thank you for joining us today. Whether you’re decided to attend UNCG this fall or are still considering your options, this event is a great way to learn more about us. To make the most of your day, review this schedule and plan accordingly to your priorities. If you have questions, please find any available Admissions representatives and we’ll do our best to help.

Morning Program

Destination UNCG begins with an opening assembly followed by academic sessions held around campus.

Opening Assembly: Learn about UNCG and the day ahead from the Admissions team and our student Spartan Guides, who will lead guests to Excellence in Academics sessions when the Opening Assembly dismisses.

Excellence in Academics: See academic spaces, meet faculty and students, and learn more about your major.

Afternoon Options

Many afternoon offerings are on an ongoing or drop-in basis, allowing you flexibility as you plan. Others are only offered at a fixed time.

Fixed-Time

An Intro to Pre-Professional Programs in the Medical Field: Navigate college with the goal of attending a medical-related professional school. Financial Aid: Expertise for students of every stage of the process.

Honors College Info: For students admitted to the Honors College and those interested in applying.

Ongoing/Drop-In

• Spartan Spirit Activities Fair, including Spartan Spirit Activities Fair, 1-3p in the Cone Ballroom, EUC
• Housing HQ: Your stop for all things housing related, with staff on hand for questions and the starting point for residence hall tours. Noon-2:30p, Tillman Smart Room, Shaw Residence Hall
• Rooms are offered in Dentistry, Pre-Medicine, Pre-Occupational Therapy, Pre-Pharmacy, Pre-Physical Therapy, Pre-Physician Assistant, and Pre-Veterinary Medicine. Noon-1p in the Dial Room, EUC.

Lunch at Fountain View: The all-you-care-to-eat dining hall is a great way to sample campus cuisine. Destination UNCG guests receive a discounted rate of $8 per person from 11a-2p.

And Introducing

This year’s event features some new additions that we hope enrich your time with us today.

Career & Professional Development Open House: Meet career advisors and learn about the extensive resources to prepare students for professional life. Noon-2:30p in the Career & Professional Development Suite, EUC (lower level).

Confirmation Station: Make your decision to attend UNCG official Part of the Spartan Spirit Activities Fair, 1-3p in the Cone Ballroom, EUC.

Housing HQ: Your stop for all housing related, with staff on hand for questions and the starting point for residence hall tours. Noon-2:30p, Tillman Smart Room, Shaw Residence Hall

Intro to Pre-Professional Programs in the Medical Field: Navigate college with the goal of attending a medical-related professional school. For students interested in Pre-Dentistry, Pre-Medicine, Pre-Occupational Therapy, Pre-Pharmacy, Pre-Physical Therapy, Pre-Physician Assistant, and Pre-Veterinary Medicine. Noon-1p in the Dial Room, EUC.

Sesión informativa en español

Once you have visited all or some booths, please find the next available one.

We hope you enjoy your visit with us. Thanks for coming!
The document contains a schedule for an event, with sections titled "MORNING PROGRAM" and "AFTERNOON OPTIONS." The morning program includes sessions on financial aid, admissions, and campus tours. The afternoon options include various activities such as tours, lectures, and workshops. The document is structured with tables and a diagram to organize the information.